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about a freshness into the room. So 
if we do the large areas like walls, 

ceilings and big furniture pieces in varied 
neutra! tones and add on accents lilrn 
cushions, throws, candles etc. in Very Peri, 
it would be safe at the same time giving 
your space a clramaric edge. 

,4wm@ Very Peri can be paited with the 
ethereal white for a fresh, clean makeover. 
Remember, white needs to be the 
dominant colour and Very Peri should 
only be used as an accent colour. 

@IQtflS! Paiting pinks with Very Peri 
creates a harmonious, cohesive look. This 
is simply because they are analogous 
colours, as they sit next to each other on 
the colour wheel. Very Peri can be 
combined with a lighter, darker or brighter 
shade of pink depending on how bold an 
impact you wish to create. Again the 

accents can be in the form of smaller 
decorative items like cushions, vases, 
throws etc. You could do bigger pieces, 
but maybe few, keeping the rest of the 
palette neutra!. 

You can also pait Very Peri with 
shades of blue simply because it has 
undertones of this dynamic colour. If 
you're wanring to create a wow effect and 
willing to be adventurous, then think of 
crearing zen spaces dominateci by neutra! 
hues. Also consider layering different 
shades stemming from the Very Peri 
shade. You could add furniture, pillows 
and other small accessories starring from 
dark purple, passing by Very Peri and then 
graduaring on to lilac or lavender. 

5. Or e and ellow: Paiting orange 
and yellow hues with Very Peri can help 
make each of these colours more vivici, as 
they are complementary and sit opposite 
one another on the colour wheel. It's quite 
a bold statement for your interiors and can 
be incorporateci by using Very Peri paint 
for instance and orange and yellow 
accessories such as cushions and throws, 
paited with neutral.-coloured furniture for 
a balance and contrast 

Mitii§§•@ \A/e see earthy tones around us 
every day and these colours paited with 
Pantone's Very Peri can provide a balanced 
colour palette within your interiors. Use 
warm earthy tones as a backclrop to help 
Very Peri stand out as a foca! point. 
Incorporate earthy coloured walls and 
wooden furniture and add on Very Peri 
decorative items. 
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